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Congratulations on taking the first step to building a 
strong reputation with reviews!
We’re so excited you’re ready to build an always-on review recruitment 
strategy. We know this may feel daunting, so we’re here to help! 

Did you know that 66% of software buyers say reviews significantly 
impact their purchase decisions? Reviews are an easy, impactful 
way to separate yourself from your competition. They often serve as 
buyers’ primary source of information to determine how relevant and 
useful your product will be to their business. We’ve even found that 
recruiting your first review can increase your profile traffic by more 
than 80%. 

This is why we offer our Review Collection Service at no cost to you — 
so you can build a trusted online reputation across multiple channels 
to get the social proof you need, no matter how much experience 
or resources you have to work with. It’s now easier than ever to get 
reviews in a variety of languages for a more natural software research 
experience for your prospects.

What happens now?
Now that you’ve claimed your custom review collection link(s), you 
can access your Review Collection Toolkit. This helpful guide is 
your key to building a successful campaign with all templates and 
resources needed to get reviews across a variety of channels. When 
creating your review collection strategy, keep in mind regular review 
collection is key to a healthy profile, since recency builds authenticity. 
Don’t be shy — get started by sharing your review links with your 
target customers and watch the reviews roll in!

Introduction 

Why We Created This Guide

66% 
of software buyers say 
reviews significantly 
impact their purchase 
decisions.
Your first review can increase 
your profile traffic by more 
than 80%.

https://www.capterra.com/vp/reviews/gather_reviews?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
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Jump-start your review collection efforts by using our Reviews 
Email Campaign program — the most effective way to collect fresh 
reviews. At no cost to you, our team of marketing experts will run 
a professional email campaign requesting reviews on your behalf. 
Simply provide us with a list of your customers, and you can start 
seeing reviews within 2-3 days of campaign launch! 

While our team is handling the email campaign for you, you can move 
on to the next steps in this guide and focus your time on building out 
your evergreen review strategy with your links. Providers who have 
used the Reviews Email Campaign offering in tandem with their own 
outreach see up to 3.5x the review growth, and you can too!

Part 1  

Get Started with a Reviews 
Email Campaign

Prefer to run your own campaign? 

Skip to Part 2 for our step-by-step guide to a successful 
review recruitment strategy which includes our trade 
secrets from building powerful reputations for thousands 
of software businesses.

Part 1

https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Reviews-Email-Campaign-Sign-Up?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Reviews-Email-Campaign-Sign-Up?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
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Establish a multi-channel review collection strategy
With our Review Collection Service, it’s easier than ever to collect reviews 
from your customers around the globe.

Distributing your review collection link(s) across multiple channels 
ensures your users have multiple opportunities to leave you a review when 
it is convenient for them. Eventually, getting reviews will be second nature 
to your team’s processes, and you’ll always have fresh testimonials to stay 
competitive!

We made this guide to help you build your review collection strategy 
using the links you just created in the Vendor Portal and the resources 
from the Review Collection Service Toolkit. 

We know your business needs, bandwidth, and resources are unique and 
will vary depending on your company’s stage, so use any or all of the 
strategies that make the most sense for you. The goal is to help you find  
a way to start seeing meaningful results as quickly as possible.

Part 2

Part 2  

Build a Successful, Always-On 
Review Collection Strategy

Always-On  
Reviews Collection

Schedule, test, 
& repeat

Spread the word via 
marketing channels

Launch always-on 
email campaigns

Empower & equip 
sales teams

Cracking the code of review recruitment

This review program helped us to gain useful feedback about our 
products, and gave us the impetus to create a database of clients 
who are willing and happy to aid us with future reviews.

- Patrick Gubbins, Tyger Valley Systems

https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
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Part 2

Launch an automated email campaign with your review 
collection link(s)
Email is the most effective B2B marketing channel and an efficient way to 
collect reviews. Our Campaign Execution tools, available in your Review 
Collection Service Toolkit, make it easy to launch an email campaign that 
generates recent reviews.

1. Gather a list of your users. Be sure to cast a wide net to ensure a high 
response rate, including former users, admins, and trial users.

2. Get email templates from the Review Collection Service Toolkit to pull 
together the email campaign.

3. Use our Scheduling and template tool to craft your email cadence. 

Pro Tips

• Create an email segment that automatically feeds 
into the campaign you’ve created. We recommend 
adding users 60-90 days after onboarding or after 
certain milestones in their customer journey.

• Continue to test and tweak the copy based on your 
product’s client journey and your company’s tone 
of voice to ensure you’re getting the best results.

• If you don’t have email automation or don’t 
currently have the bandwidth to set up and run an 
email campaign, take advantage of our Reviews 
Email Campaign. Our team of reviews experts 
will run a one-off email campaign on your behalf. 
Simply upload your user list, and watch the reviews 
stream in!

https://www.gartner.com/en/digital-markets/insights/top-b2b-marketing-cchannels-for-software-providers?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide#campaign-execution
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide#campaign-execution
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide#campaign-execution
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Reviews-Email-Campaign-Sign-Up?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Reviews-Email-Campaign-Sign-Up?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
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Part 2

Equip your sales teams for success
Your sales and customer success teams can be some of your closest 
connections to real-time feedback. Empower your frontline teams to 
incorporate review collection as part of their day-to-day customer support 
and sales processes. Set them up for success with our suggested Phone 
Script talk tracks templates available in the Sales Enablement section of 
the Toolkit. 

Encourage action by running an internal competition for 30-60 days to 
see which rep can get the most reviews. Use our Channel Tracking tool to 
attribute reviews to your reps. Make this an annual competition to inspire 
some friendly competition, and keep reviews and your brand reputation at 
the top of your reps’ minds!

Pro Tips

• Set a kickoff meeting with your frontline teams to 
announce your review collection campaign and 
how they can best support. We make it easy with 
an Internal Announcement Template in the Sales 
Enablement section of the toolkit.

• Include the Email Signature Badge in all of your 
client-facing colleagues’ email signatures to 
increase visibility. 

https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide#sales-enablement
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide#sales-enablement
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide#campaign-execution
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide#sales-enablement
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide#sales-enablement
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Keep spreading the word through marketing channels
Use the social post templates in the Marketing Tools section of the 
Toolkit so you can start posting as soon as you create your review 
collection link(s).

Understanding your buyer personas will be helpful in developing a 
strategy. We recommend creating audiences whose interests are nearest 
to your business to maximize reach, impressions, and in turn, reviews.

For best results, we recommend posting between Tuesdays and 
Thursdays during 9 AM to 5 PM, and account for your users’ local time 
zone. Remember to use channel tracking to track which audiences, days, 
and times perform best!

Keep these posts in your regular schedule of social media posts 
indefinitely. This review form link never expires and will help you get 
consistent, fresh reviews to keep your brand reputation up-to-date  
and discoverable.

Part 2

Meet your customers where they are

In-app experiences tend to convert much higher compared to 
outbound outreach, so embed your link and badge in your web 
pages and customer portals where you can and leverage your 
inbound marketing channels.

https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide#marketing-tools
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide#campaign-execution
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Engage your clients in your webinars and events
Use our presentation assets and email templates developed specifically 
for webinars and events from the Virtual events section of the Toolkit 
to encourage participants to leave you a review while you have their 
attention. You can also promote reviews in your event chat box or 
through SMS/mobile.

Before your event: Use our pre-event email template to email event 
attendees a day before your event. Remind them about the upcoming 
event and introduce the opportunity to leave a review during your event.

After your event: After your event concludes, use our post-event  
email template to follow-up with your users to remind them about  
the opportunity to leave a review. We recommend following up a 
day after your event takes place while the offer is at the top of your 
attendees’ mind!

Part 2

Leave us 
a review
on Capterra

The team at Gartner Digital Markets made us aware of 
the reviews program and we saw immediate results after 
we implemented some of their suggested changes to 
improve our campaigns.

- D McNabb, Product Marketing Manager
e-days Absence Management

https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide#marketing-tools
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Share your reviews throughout the buyer journey
Buyers tend to trust reviews as much as personal recommendations, 
making them critical for building confidence for their purchase decisions. 
Our Review Quotes feature makes it easy to build trust and increase 
market consideration by sharing recent reviews.

Unlock Review Quotes in your Vendor Portal by collecting a minimum of 
10 reviews for your product(s). Each month, our proprietary algorithm will 
assess the sentiment and quality of your reviews from the past 12 months 
to help you produce the best quotes. Simply select the quote you would 
like to share, copy the unique HTML code provided, and embed into your 
digital assets. 

Pro Tips

• You can also share quotes on your own any time 
following our Content Compliance Policy. Make 
sure any quoted Gartner Digital Markets reviews 
link back to the product’s reviews page, and 
there are no misrepresentations of star ratings 
or category performance. Any specific questions 
can be directed to our Content Compliance team. 

Demand Generation
Add to key websites and landing pages to showcase brand 
reputation and gain visibility in the market

Email Marketing
Build credibility by adding trusted social proof to commercial 
emails and nurture tracks

Content Development
Insert customer voice throughout the content funnel with recent 
authentic reviews

Sales Enablement
Add testimonials from customers into sales cycles to limit the 
deal-halting requests for referrals 

Power your marketing efforts with Review Quotes

Part 2

https://www.capterra.com/vp/reviews/review_quotes?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://www.capterra.com/legal/content-policy?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
mailto:gdm.compliance@gartner.com
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Part 3

Part 3  

Measure Your Success

Measure, test, repeat!
Get tips on tracking performance with the Channel Tracking section under 
Campaign Execution in the Toolkit. It’s always best practice to measure the 
performance of your campaigns regardless of channel, so you can determine 
which one is the most effective at collecting reviews with your audience.

Continue to test and tweak the copy based on your product’s client journey 
and your company’s tone of voice to ensure you’re getting the best results. 
Contact your Reviews Consultant to review the results of your tracking and 
identify the highest performing channels/continue to optimize for success.

How do I know my review recruitment is working?
With successful review recruitment with Gartner Digital Markets, you should 
see increased traffic to your product listing(s), and if you are a pay-per- 
click client, more high quality conversions.

https://digital-markets.gartner.com/Review-Collection-Service-Toolkit?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide#campaign-execution
mailto:GetReviews@Gartner.com
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Part 3

Three benefits of steady  
review recruitment

3x
the profile traffic 
with 10+ reviews*
*compared to profiles with 0 reviews*Source: Why Reviews Matter

Getting 10+ reviews 
has the greatest 
impact on your profile 
as it can double your 
product’s conversion 
rates and increase 
profile traffic by 3x.

Unlock shareable 
Review Quotes to 
show off the reputation 
you’ve built and 
increase consideration 
in the market.

71% of software buyers 
focus only on reviews 
written within the past 
six months. 

This is why we created 
evergreen review 
collection links, so  
you can collect reviews 
on an ongoing basis 
and stay top of mind  
to buyers.

Unlock Competitive 
Comparisons and 
other peer-driven 
insights by collecting 
at least 10 reviews from 
the past 12 months.

Qualify for our 
Research Reports and 
get their associated 
badges, having a 
minimum of 20 verified 
user reviews published 
in the last 24 months.

Get to your first  
10 reviews

Collect reviews  
every 3-6 months Get recognized

https://digital-markets.gartner.com/reviews-coverage?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://www.capterra.com/vp/reviews/review_quotes?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://www.capterra.com/vp/competitive_comparisons?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://www.capterra.com/vp/competitive_comparisons?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/research-reports?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide


Get more insight about maintaining an always-on  
review recruitment strategy

The Impact of Recent Customer Reviews on Product Visibility

Why Reviews Matter

Reviews eBook

Get more technical help

A Review’s Journey

Reviews Verification Process

How Your Clients Based in the United States Can Claim Their Gift Cards 

How Your Clients Outside the United States Can Claim Their Gift Cards

Gartner Digital Markets’ Quote Policy

Additional Resources

Have Questions?

Reach out to your Reviews Consultant listed in the Vendor Portal 
or contact us at GetReviews@Gartner.com.

https://www.gartner.com/en/digital-markets/insights/impact-recent-customer-reviews-product-visibility?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/reviews-coverage?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://www.gartner.com/ngw/globalassets/en/digital-markets/documents/reviews-ebook.pdf?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/reviews-journey?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://www.gartner.com/ngw/globalassets/en/digital-markets/documents/reviews-verification.pdf?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/claim-gift-cards?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/claim-gift-cards-intl?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://www.capterra.com/legal/content-policy?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
https://www.capterra.com/vp/reviews/gather_reviews?utm_source=dmven&utm_medium=dm_insights&utm_campaign=RCS_Resource_Guide
mailto:mailto:GetReviews%40Gartner.com?subject=
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About Gartner Digital Markets
Gartner Digital Markets is the world’s most important resource for software vendors to connect 
with in-market buyers, through research, reviews, buyer intent and lead generation. Digital Markets 
comprises the three leading B2B software search websites — Capterra, GetApp and Software 
Advice, serving more than 9 million monthly visitors from around the globe. Gartner Digital Markets 
is proud to partner as a quality, high-volume lead source for more than 40,000 software products.

gartnerdigitalmarkets.com

http://www.gartnerdigitalmarkets.com
https://twitter.com/Gartner_DM
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/gartner-digital-markets/
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